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Seventeen-year-old high school senior Shannon Card needs money. And lots of it. She's been admitted to
Wellesley, but her dad just lost his job, and somehow she has to come up with a year of tuition herself. But
Shannon's dream of making big bucks waitressing at the local casino, the Collosio, disappears faster than a
gambler's lucky streak. Her boss is a tyrant, her coworker is nuts, and her chances of balancing a tray full of
drinks while wearing high-heeled shoes are slim to none. Worse, time is running out, and Shannon hasn't
made even half the money she'd hoped.
 
When Shannon receives a mysterious invitation to join Aces Up, a secret network of highly talented college
poker players, at first she thinks No way. She has enough to worry about: keeping her job, winning the
coveted math scholarship at school, and tutoring her secret crush, Max. But when Shannon musters up the
nerve to kiss Max and he doesn't react at all, the allure of Aces Up and its sexy eighteen-year-old leader,
Cole, is suddenly too powerful to ignore.
 
Soon Shannon's caught up in a web of lies and deceit that makes worrying about tuition money or a high
school crush seem like kid stuff. Still, when the money's this good, is the fear of getting caught reason
enough to fold?
 
This fun, sexy, recession-proof story is a bubbly summer read with surprising depth—great for fans of Sarah
Mlynowski.
 

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Alejandro Koenig:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the title Aces Up suitable
to you? Typically the book was written by renowned writer in this era. The actual book untitled Aces Upis
the main one of several books that everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired a lot of people in the
world. When you read this guide you will enter the new age that you ever know prior to. The author
explained their thought in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to comprehend the core of
this guide. This book will give you a wide range of information about this world now. So you can see the
represented of the world on this book.

Mindy Munson:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book as compared to
can satisfy your short period of time to read it because pretty much everything time you only find book that
need more time to be read. Aces Up can be your answer mainly because it can be read by an individual who
have those short free time problems.

Mason Childress:

Reading a book for being new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to study a book. When you
learn a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your
knowledge, mainly because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on
what sorts of book that you have read. In order to get information about your review, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, and also
soon. The Aces Up will give you a new experience in reading through a book.

Thelma Davis:

Many people spending their period by playing outside along with friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV all day long. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by examining a book. Ugh,
you think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It alright you
can have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Aces Up which is getting the
e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's notice.
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